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ABOUT THE SEMINAR 

The National Integration Committee of Raja Peary Mohan College (RPMC) in collaboration 

with Department of Political Science (RPMC) and IQAC had organised a seminar on 12th May, 

2022 at 12:30 pm at Centenary Hall (RPMC). The title of the seminar was “National 

Integration in India: Importance and Challenges”. The resource person was Dr.  Biswanath 

Chakraborty, Head and Professor, Department of Political Science, Rabindra Bharati 

University, West Bengal.  

OBJECTIVE OF THE SEMINAR 

National Integration means the bond and togetherness regardless of caste, creed, religion, 

gender, different communities, regions, speaking different languages and cultures. It is 

primarily the feeling of oneness and brotherhood in a county, in other words recognizing the 

fact that we all are one.  

India is s diverse country and we believe in unity of our diversities and make our people feel 

that despite we belong to diverse background yet we are one as a whole. Diversity is our 

strength and not our weakness, it enhances the development and prosperity of our country. 

However, over the period of time our diversity that has been united for centuries has time and 

again been threatened by many factors/issues there by shaking the foundation of our country. 

This factors/ issues if not highlighted, explained or made aware to the citizens then it would 

act as the hindrance on the path of development and prosperity of our country, India. 

Having highlighted the importance of National Integration, this seminar’s main objective was 

to explain the importance of National Integration in India and the challenges it has been facing 

over the period of time. Furthermore, the aim was to make students aware of all the issues of 

National Integration as they are the future leaders.  

SEMINAR 

Prof. Biswanath Chakraborty first talked about the importance of national integration in India. 

National integration plays an important role in the political, economic, cultural, and social 

dimension of the country. In brief, Prof. Chakraborty explained that National Integration helps 

the country in following ways: promotes social harmony, unites the nation, increases the 

economic growth and promotes loyalty for the nation.  

Regarding the challenges he explained that Linguism, Regionalism, Communalism, Casteism, 

disparity in the development of states, regions differently are the main factors that has been 

creating hindrances to our National Integration. Besides, these factors many other factors like 



sectarianism, economic differences and dirty politics, has also been acting hindrance to our 

national integration.  

He concludes by saying that national integration is very important for our diversified country 

mainly because it makes milieu conducive for the overall prosperity and development of the 

country. If threats are not removed it brings disharmony to our unity and this will obstruct us 

from developing further. 

The session ended with the question and round session, where many teachers and students 

asked question to Prof. Biswanath Chakraborty.  
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